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Saiki Cluster

Saiki Cluster: (-900,-103) from Kiyko Sector

The Saiki Cluster is located about 900 light-years west of Yamatai Star System, and 1,000 light-years
north of the Ketsurui Military Sector. The cluster was originally explored by the Scientific Studies Service
(SSS) as part of Project Kyasshu. Shortly after they established a colony at Daichi System, the Second
Expeditionary Fleet was reformed and sent to protect this Cluster.

History

The Yamatai Star Empire first explored the Saiki Cluster in YE 31.

YE 31

Exploration of the Saiki Cluster began as part of the Scientific Studies Service (SSS) Project Kyasshu and
began towards the end of YE 31, with SX-03 and Daichi System being explored first. The SSS established
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a colony Ryou on planet Daichi, and deployed the Project Kyasshu - Kanmon on only planet in the SX-03
system.

Shortly after the colony was established the Second Expeditionary Fleet was re-established and deployed
to protect the colony and create a new base of operation from which to strike at the NMX.

The Saiki Cluster is named after the founder of the SSS Saiki Kouan who made the decision to deploy the
majority of the organizations resources out there to protect them from the NMX and to support the
Empire by experimenting and developing new technologies.

YE 32

Exploration continued with SX-05 being surveyed, and three other systems identified and scheduled for
exploration.

Saiki Nebula initially explored, by the YSS Gosei, which was damaged during the exploration.

YE 33

Two new settlements are added to Daichi at the start of the year, Joukai in the mountains, and Bakufu
along the coast.

YE 42

Infrastructure

Libra Star Fortress - Daichi System
Chikara Starbase - SX-05

Star Systems

SX-03 - Project Kyasshu - Kanmon
Daichi System - Daichi - Headquarters
SX-05 - Touketsu - 2XF Depot
SX-06 - Aqueous - Ruins
SX-07 - Minato
SX-08 - Unexplored

Other Objects

Saiki Nebula
Project Kyasshu
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Nocturne Gate

Places of the SARPiverse
Opened/Settled (YE) YE 31
Place Categories star cluster
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